RRES 210 Life and Leisure
Exam #2
Chapters 7 -12 Suppliers (Local, State, Fed, Not-for-Profit, Commercial, Therapeutic)
The availability of park and recreation services is often viewed as____________________ by
corporations to locate their businesses.
Which of the following is the best set of terms (supported by NRPA) used to describe the process of
identifying the benefits desired and realized by park, and recreation program participants and then
structuring opportunities to maximize and achieve these objectives:
According to the U.S. Census figures, municipal governments in the US expended more than $10.7
billion for park and recreation services in 1997. This amount represents approximately _______percent
of the total expenditures for all community services.
Which of the following best meets the description of an autonomous, separate function of government,
having a particular purpose (e.g. parks and recreation) and a defined (often suburban) geographic area.
The National certification of recreation and park professionals at all levels requires __________
The most common form of providing leisure services at the local level is
Individuals with a bachelor’s degree in the parks and recreation field would normally enter federal
government service (full time) at the level of a
Which of the following public service levels would be most likely to provide a regional park with natural,
athletic and day use elements near a metropolitan area?
Two recommendations were made by the authors regarding career employment with local government in
the park and recreation field. The first was to
_______________is America’s largest employer
State park attendance nationwide has shown _______________ through the last 10 years.
In general, the following organizations (religious, fraternal, service/civic, conservation) and special
interest groups in arts, music, sports and the like are categorized as:
Executive directors of YMCA's and similar private, not-for-profit agencies have what additional
responsibility above and beyond that of typical directors of recreation commissions, districts and
departments?
The three (3) goals/purposes of YMCA's are related to the development of one's :
Which of the following individuals, recognized as an early leader in the American playground and
recreation movement, also founded the CampFire Girls.
YMCAs are known for aquatic programs. Which of the following not-for-profit agency also offers a
significant amount of aquatic instructional assistance?
An exclusive country club can best be classified as which of the following agencies
What type of leisure service agency supplies most of the recreation equipment used in
As a group the agencies that manage the bulk of federal land for outdoor recreation are located in the
Department of:

This not-for-profit organization fills a special outdoor recreation/conservation related role of land
acquisition and preservation specialist.
To which of the following organizations would the professional staff of Manhattan Park and
Recreation Department most likely belong?
Which of the following Federal agencies manages the Refuge system?
These agencies subscribe (by law) to the philosophy of multiple use:
This agency has the dual mission of enjoyment of the people and preservation of the resources it
manages.
For this agency, recreation is a secondary purpose. Its primary function is to develop and maintain rivers
and waterways in the interest of flood control
This agency manages the bulk of wilderness areas, but not the Wilderness system.
The National Park Service was founded
Yellowstone National Park was established _________
License fees provide a major part of the operating revenues of state fish and wildlife departments.
Which agency manages the Tallgrass National Preserve near Strong City, KS?
The current Director of the National Park Service is:
Which federal agency currently manages the Land and Water Conservation fund?
The Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission was established by Congress in 1962 to
Which of the following recreation/park functions are NOT normally provided by state government?
Yosemite National Park.
This Congressional Act gave the BLM its mission
The federal government owns approximately ___percent of the total land area in the United States (most
of it available for outdoor recreation).
Which one of the following state plans or agencies is not found in all 50 states?
Travel and Tourism rank ____ as a retail industry in the U.S.
The term inclusive recreation means
The primary funding source for not-for-profit organizations is?
The number one state for Tourism, based on domestic travel expenditures, is?
Which of the following is the only quasi-public corporation created by Congress that plays an
important role in the management of an outdoor recreation resource?
The National Endowment for the Arts is the Federal organization that
The majority of recreation businesses in the US are (by type)?

A standard definition of a tourist is an individual that:
Which of the following ranks as the top leisure service industry (in profits earned)?
Amusement and recreation services ranked ____ growing industries
This individual founded the Special Olympics movement.
The following has become a useful and powerful tool for therapeutic recreation specialists to use to
advocate for the rights of people with disabilities to receive the services and support they need?
Evidence of the profession’s __________________ over philosophy, terms and definitions surrounding
therapeutic recreation is illustrated

